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Abstract: This paper is focused on the concise review of the specific applications of genetic algorithms
in forecasting commodity prices. Genetic algorithms seem relevant in this field for many reasons.
For instance, they lack the necessity to assume a certain statistical distribution, and they are efficient
in dealing with non-stationary data. Indeed, the latter case is very frequent while forecasting the
commodity prices of, for example, crude oil. Moreover, growing interest in their application has
been observed recently. In parallel, researchers are also interested in constructing hybrid genetic
algorithms (i.e., joining them with other econometric methods). Such an approach helps to reduce
each of the individual method flaws and yields promising results. In this article, three groups of
commodities are discussed: energy commodities, metals, and agricultural products. The advantages
and disadvantages of genetic algorithms and their hybrids are presented, and further conclusions
concerning their possible improvements and other future applications are discussed. This article fills
a significant literature gap, focusing on particular financial and economic applications. In particular, it
combines three important—yet not often jointly discussed—topics: genetic algorithms, their hybrids
with other tools, and commodity price forecasting issues.

Keywords: genetic algorithms; hybrids; forecasting; commodities; review; energy commodities;
metals; agricultural products

1. Introduction

The aim of this article is to present a concise review of the applications of genetic
algorithms for forecasting commodity prices. We will focus on the hybrid approach
(i.e., mixtures of genetic algorithms with other methods), applied in circumstances such as
whether a whole forecasting model can be divided into two or more separate parts, in which
one is based on some genetic algorithm and the others are based on some other methods
(Abraham et al. 2007). A hybrid can also be called a modification of a genetic algorithm itself.
For example, Kao and Zahara (2008) expanded the cross-over and mutation procedures of
a conventional genetic algorithm by using particle swarm optimization (PSO).

It has to be mentioned that there exist various modern, up-to-date reviews of genetic
algorithms from the theoretical point of view. In other words, these reviews focus on
computational or algorithmic issues (Zainuddin et al. 2020; Lambora et al. 2019; Singh et al.
2018; Whitley and Andrew 2012; Li et al. 2011). Unfortunately, when it comes to reviews of
the practical implementations, there are many review articles in, for example, engineering
sciences, but quite few in economics, finance, or management.

Nevertheless, even those focused on economics and finance deal mostly with opti-
mization issues and not time series forecasting (Tawarish and Satyanarayana 2019; Lee
2018; Jauhar and Pant 2014; Riechmann 2001; Chen 2002). Besides that, no review focused
on forecasting commodity prices in particular seem to exist. In most cases, the review
literature close to the interest of this article discussed several methods of machine learn-
ing techniques or deep learning as a whole branch, often also narrowing in scope to the
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most commonly studied subject (oil price) (Sehgal and Pandey 2015; Chiroma et al. 2016;
Ghoddusi and Germán 2019) or focusing on general time series in finance or economics
(Aguilar-Rivera et al. 2015). As a result, this paper attempts to fill a certain literature gap.

Genetic algorithms imitate natural systems in their development to more sophisticated
structures from primitive elements. The application of probabilistic methods seems to yield
very promising results (Goldberg and Holland 1989). Namely, genetic algorithms have
been used in various fields, such as profit optimization (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Metawa et al.
2017; Huang 2007), software specification (Srivastava and Kim 2009; Huang et al. 2008),
and the forecasting of wind speed or gas load (Liu et al. 2014; Yu and Xu 2014).

Moreover, possible applications of genetic algorithms include such diverse fields as
robotics (Kala et al. 2010), gear fault detection (Samanta 2004), and finance, particularly
bankruptcy prediction, credit scoring, and creating rules for trading in stock and bond
markets (Drake and Marks 2002; Mahfoud and Mani 1996), as well as risk and profit
management in economics (Caputo et al. 2011) and forecasting in finance (Sezer et al. 2020;
Bustos and Pomares-Quimbaya 2020).

Huang and Wu (2018) emphasize genetic algorithm efficiency, yet at the same time they
point out their main weakness of being time-consuming and computationally intensive.
However, some of the further discussed advantages of genetic algorithms include their
non-arbitrariness (which is a problem when a researcher tries to propose a given model
structure) and small dependence on the initial population (Gajdoš and Zelinka 2014;
Chiroma et al. 2015). In this paper, we focus on the forecasting of commodity prices,
which is an important topic for academics, market practitioners, and policymakers. In
particular, the highest interest is given to forecasting the price of crude oil and some other
energy commodities; metal prices, with a closer look at the prices of copper and gold;
and certain agricultural products. The hybrids of genetic algorithms with other recently
introduced econometric tools seem to be especially successful in these fields. We thoroughly
analyze them in this article and assess their advantages and weaknesses. As a result, some
conclusions regarding their future development and fields for possible improvement are
presented.

As was already mentioned, there are several genetic algorithm reviews available, but
many of them focus on narrowed particular applications. For instance, Aytug et al. (2003)
and Lee (2018) provided overviews discussing genetic algorithms in the field of operations
management. Tamaki et al. (1996) did this in reference to multi-objective optimization.
Some other reviews discuss detailed methods used in the creation of genetic algorithms,
such as defining the cross-over operation (Kora and Yadlapalli 2017; Umbarkar and Sheth
2015; Hassanat et al. 2019). A more general review was provided by Kumar et al. (2010),
who presented various fields where genetic algorithms can be useful, and by El-Mihoub
et al. (2006), who described strategies for creating genetic algorithm-based hybrids. The
last paper in particular could be of an interest here.

Nevertheless, since the time of their publishing, the applications of the described meth-
ods in econometrics have developed significantly. A broad area of the subject is covered
in the article by Sloss and Gustafson (2019), whereas Drake and Marks (2002) discussed
some forecasting techniques in finance and macroeconomics employing genetic algorithms.
They also presented a cursory review of research concerning certain commodity forecasts
because their paper concerned multiple topics in economics and financial forecasting. More
up-to-date discussion was done by, for example, Gabralla and Abraham (2013). However,
there seems to be no up-to-date review on the application of genetic algorithms (and their
hybrids) for solely predicting commodity prices. Consequently, this paper fills a substantial
literature gap.

This article is organized in the following way. Section 2 shortly discusses the theo-
retical foundations of genetic algorithms and describes their characteristic features. Next,
Section 3 focuses on the empirical applications of genetic algorithms for forecasting the
selected commodity prices. The discussion is divided into three subsections dealing with
crude oil and some other energy commodities (due to the small number of research studies,
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the main focus is put on crude oil), selected metals, and agricultural products. This section
reveals that genetic algorithms have been shown to be highly effective in forecasting.

Although in specific cases, some novel methods, such as the neural network using
chaotic grasshopper optimization algorithm (CGOA-NN), neural network whale opti-
mization algorithm (NN-WOA), or deep belief network (DBN), seem to outperform them
(Alameer et al. 2019a; Ewees et al. 2020; Zhang and Ci 2020), some improvements to ge-
netic algorithms can be made. Section 4 draws conclusions from both the theoretical and
practical parts of the article and synthetically evaluates the genetic algorithms and genetic
algorithm-based hybrids in their applications for forecasting commodity prices. In such
hybrids, genetic algorithms are used to improve chosen model results and sometimes to
overcome their flaws. For example, genetic algorithms can optimize their parameters, and
in the case of neural networks, they can find the optimal number of neurons in each hidden
layer, or they can help in finding the global optimum (Chiroma et al. 2015; Shahwan and
Odening 2007; Chuentawat and Loetyingyot 2019).

The materials for this literature review have been searched for mostly by using the
Scopus database. The employed key words included, among others, genetic algorithms,
forecasting commodities prices, as well as the names of several commodities. During this
search, we focused especially on the articles published in highly influential and frequently
quoted journals in this field. The considered time span covered mostly the last ten years.
For the reader’s convenience, Table 1 presents abbreviations appearing in the article.

Table 1. List of abbreviations used in the article (alphabetic order).

Abbreviation Name

AIC Akaike informative criterion
ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
ANN artificial neural network

AR-GA-NN artificial neural network designed with the use of autoregressive form and a genetic algorithm
ARIMA autoregressive integrated moving average

BIC Bayesian informative criterion
CGOA-NN neural network using a chaotic grasshopper optimization algorithm

CHAID Chi-square automatic interaction detection
DBN deep belief network

EEMD ensemble empirical mode decomposition
ELM extreme learning machines
ENN Elman neural network

FWA-PSNN Pi-Sigma neural network based on a fireworks algorithm
GA genetic algorithm

GA-ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system based on a genetic algorithm
GABP backpropagation neural network using a genetic algorithm

GA-ELM extreme learning machine based on a genetic algorithm
GA-KELM kernel extreme learning machine based on a genetic algorithm
GA-PSNN Pi-Sigma neural network based on a genetic algorithm
GARCH generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity

GA-SSA-ANFIS adaptive neuro-Fuzzy inference system based on a salp swarm algorithm and a genetic algorithm
GA-SVM support vector machine based on a genetic algorithm

GD gradient descent
GDGA gradient descent hybridized with a genetic algorithm

GEP genetic expression programming
GMDH group method of data handling neural network
GOA grasshopper optimization algorithm
GP genetic programming

GPEGA generalized pattern matching based on an empirical genetic algorithm
GPM generalized pattern matching

GPMGA generalized pattern matching based on a genetic algorithm
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Table 1. Cont.

Abbreviation Name

GWO grey wolf optimization
GWO-ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system based on grey wolf optimization
GWO-ELM extreme learning machines based on grey wolf optimization

GWO-KELM kernel extreme learning machine based on grey wolf optimization
HTML hybrid transfer learning model
KELM kernel extreme learning machine
LPPL Log-Periodic Power Law

LSSVM least-squares support vector machine
LSSVR least-squares support vector regression
MACD moving average convergence divergence model
MAPE mean absolute percentage error
MPGA multi-population genetic algorithm

NN neural network
NN-GA neural network applying a genetic algorithm

NN-WOA neural network whale optimization algorithm
NSGA non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
PSO particle swarm optimization

PSO-ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system based on particle swarm optimization
PSO-ELM extreme learning machines based on particle swarm optimization

PSO-PSNN Pi-Sigma neural network based on particle swarm optimization
QR-RBF quantile regression radial basis function

R2 R-squared
RBFN radial basis function network

RE-ELM regularized extreme learning machine
RES rule-based expert system

RMSE root-mean-square error
RNA ribonucleic acid

ROS-ELM regularized online sequential extreme learning machine
SA simulated annealing
SR symbolic regression

SSA salp swarm algorithm
SSA-ANFIS adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system based on a salp swarm algorithm

SVM support vector machine
SVR support vector regression

SW SVR stepwise support vector regression
VAR vector autoregression model
VMD variational mode decomposition

VMD-AI variational mode decomposition model based on artificial intelligence techniques
WOA-NN neural network whale optimization algorithm

WTI West Texas Intermediate

2. Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms date back to a Turing paper about a “learning machine” mimick-
ing the principles of evolution (Turing 1950). In the 1960s, interest grew among several
researchers who studied computer simulations of biological evolution. This resulted, inter
alia, in the seminal book of Holland (Holland 1992).

In an analogy to natural systems—generated through the processes of gene repro-
duction, cross-over, and mutation, providing better adjustment to an environment—one
can build a complicated structure based on its more primitive elements. Here, it should
be mentioned that this scheme in its classical form is based on Darwinian evolution and
Mendelian genetics. However, it can be also expanded in the Lamarckian or Baldwinian
way (El-Mihoub et al. 2006). Goldberg and Holland (1989) highlighted the probabilistic
character of such algorithms, contrary to many previously considered methods of solv-
ing optimization problems (enumerative or computational), employing a deterministic
approach.
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All steps of the standard genetic algorithm can be summarized in the following way
(Koza 1992; Kim and Han 2000):

1. The population consisting of individuals is initialized. This can be, for example, by
the random creation of some number of individuals, represented by fixed-length
character strings. The next steps (2–4) are performed recursively until the stopping
criterion is met;

2. For every individual in the population, a mutation can happen with some probability.
In other words, the given individual can be slightly modified in a random way;

3. The (possibly modified) individuals, also in some random way, split and interchange
these splits between each other in pairs, creating new individuals (cross-over). As a
result of Steps 2 and 3, the population is modified;

4. The fitness of each individual in the newly obtained population is evaluated. Based
on that, only some part of all individuals is passed to the next step (i.e., Step 2) or, if
some individual obtained satisfactory fitness, the procedure is stopped.

In this way, a solution—or an approximate solution—to the problem can be found,
where the issue is to properly encode (represent) the problem, being solved as fixed-length
character strings.

It is worth noticing that all these steps can be executed in several ways. For example,
individuals can be encoded with binary encoding, where each string consists of zeros
and ones, or with value encoding, where strings are represented with sequences of real
numbers, characters, or objects. Other methods include permutation encoding and tree
encoding (Hassanat et al. 2019).

Indeed, all steps of the genetic algorithm can be performed in various ways. Umbarkar
and Sheth (2015) presented several ways of performing the cross-over operation. The
simplest method consisted of randomly choosing a point between two bits, after which
all parent genes were replaced between each other (one-point cross-over). One of the
competing methods is uniform cross-over, where a random number from zero to one
decides whether the given gene in an offspring comes from parent one or parent two.

Of course, various values of mutation probability can be introduced, and various
fitness functions can be defined. For instance, a frequent choice in forecasting tasks is using
an R-squared fitness function (Dehghani 2018; Mostafa and El-Masry 2016) or minimizing
the root-mean-square error (RMSE), like in the formula f = 1

1+RMSE provided by Awange
and Paláncz (2016). Usually, the probability of mutation is taken as a small number, and
the probability of cross-over is taken as a bigger number (Hassanat et al. 2019).

In addition, the step of reproduction can be executed in many ways. The most
popular one is tournament selection, where individuals are randomly chosen and compared
according to their fitness value, which enables choosing the one most prone to reproduce.
Another possible method is proportional roulette wheel selection, where every individual
has a chance to reproduce proportional to its share in the total fitness value of the population
(Hassanat et al. 2019).

Indeed, in the genetic algorithm, the individuals are represented by fixed-length
strings. However, the main evolutionary scheme can be also applied to tree-structured
individuals. This extension is called genetic programming. As the names suggests, this
is the evolutionary approach to build computer code. Such a technique was heavily
popularized by Koza (1992). However, as the very first paper on genetic programming, the
one by Cramer (1985) must be mentioned.

Let us consider an example. Conventionally, the coefficients of a (multi)linear regres-
sion model are estimated through the least-squares method. Additionally, the independent
variables are chosen by some principle. The symbolic regression starts with a set of initially
admissible functions which, in further steps, evolve, mimicking the biological evolution
process. In other words, the symbolic representations of mathematical functions are treated
as genes, which can die, mutate, and cross-over in time. A similar approach can be used
for the estimation of regression coefficients (Koza 1992).
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This process, depending on the genetic programming method used, has some im-
portant features. First of all, it is able to recover the true solution (i.e., to find the best
functional form). Secondly, it can be computationally faster and more efficient than some
other methods. This becomes a very important feature when there is a large number of
potentially important independent variables and admissible functions, which seriously
obstructs the analysis of all possible candidate models, or even if the set of all candidate
models is infinite. Moreover, although the genetic algorithms depend on some random
process, they remove human bias while assessing and choosing competing models through
the use of mathematical formulas. Consequently, they heavily limit the space for researcher
arbitrariness. However, a researcher still selects the rules of the evolution process (Gajdoš
and Zelinka 2014).

Let us focus on symbolic regression, proposed by Koza (1992). More recent examples
can be found, for example, in the paper by Awange and Paláncz (2016); Gajdoš and
Zelinka (2014), or Žegklitz and Pošík (2020). If one sets as the structure elements the
mathematical expressions, producing new objects (children) consists of exchanging the
parts of the initial objects between each other (cross-over). Let these objects be functions.
Two functions, for example, f (x, y) = 7x2 − 8y2 and g = 2x + 4y3, can interchange the
parts of their symbolic notation (cross-over) and, if the splitting of the individual function
is done in meaningful places, produce new functions (children) from these splits, such as
fnew(x, y) = 7x2 + 4y3 and gnew = 2x − 8y2, as their offspring (2016).

Having defined the probability of random mutations, one can introduce changes
to the functions taking place before the cross-over. For instance, f (x, y) can mutate into
f (x, y) = 6x2 − 8y2, and g(x, y) can mutate into g(x, y) = 2x3 + 4y3 . In such a case,
the offspring would be fnew(x, y) = 6x2 + 4y3 and gnew = 2x3 − 8y2 . These processes
can be repeated with the aim of finding the optimal function in some step (i.e., the solu-
tion of the considered problem), such as the function fitting a given data set sufficiently
enough (Koza 1992).

It can be clearly seen that such a process requires a researcher to only describe the
rules of the evolution and create the initial set of functions. In contrary to conventional
regression with the least-squares estimators, symbolic regression finds the solution by
mimicking biological evolution processes. However, the procedure does not stop when
some kind of absolute solution is found, so a certain stopping criterion must be set. It can
be the number of steps or the given precision of fitting the data. In other words, if the
function fitting the data closely enough is found, then it is considered as the found solution
(Koza 1992).

Finally, having the set of functions f1, f2, . . . , f J in the given step, one can, before
performing mutation and cross-over, eliminate certain functions not fulfilling some fitness
criterion. In this way, the size of the population is controlled (Koza 1992), and this particular
way of selection is called elitism. However, as was already mentioned, there are several
other more advanced methods of such a selection: roulette wheel selection, rank selection,
steady state selection, and tournament selection, among others (Shukla et al. 2015).

A useful feature of genetic algorithms, particularly interesting from the point of view
of economic sciences, is the fact that they do not require arbitrarily assuming the form of
a modeled phenomenon. Moreover, the model is steadily improved through previously
defined mechanisms without the intervention of a scholar. This seems to reflect the time-
varying and evolutionary nature of human behaviors, as well as economic ones. For
example, Krugman (1996) gave several reasons for why economists can learn a lot from
evolutionary theorists. Most importantly, these two disciplines share, in his opinion, three
important features. First, economics itself is based on individual behaviors. Secondly, it
concerns self-interested individuals. Thirdly, their interactions are important. Thus, genetic
algorithms seem to be a practical implementation of evolutionary mechanisms in order to
model economic phenomena.

As Huang and Wu (2018) argued, past research has proven the superiority of ma-
chine learning and artificial intelligence methods over traditional econometric models
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(for instance, in regard to deeply investigated financial and oil markets). Some sources of
statistical model weaknesses that they mentioned were the necessity to assume a certain dis-
tribution of variables (normal or otherwise) and the following inefficiency in dealing with
non-stationary data. Moreover, stated more explicitly, novel methods are better in building
non-linear patterns and may allow for introducing time-changing predictors as well as
time-varying weights of the competing individual models used in model combination or
model selection schemes (Huang and Wu 2018).

Besides machine learning and artificial intelligence tools, as well as traditional econo-
metric approaches, Huang and Wu (2018) also distinguished hybrid models, combining
both types of methods. In this context, frequent eagerness to apply genetic algorithms to
such general approaches as, for example, artificial neural networks is not surprising at all
(Wang et al. 2018). As a result, a growing interest in combining genetic algorithms with
them has been seen in recent years. For instance, Gabralla and Abraham (2013) noted a
simple advantage of such hybrids, based on complementing the disadvantages of chosen
models and creating synergies of their strengths at the same time.

Therefore, the next section of this article is devoted to a review of the applications of
genetic algorithms to forecasting the prices of the selected commodities. It is shown that,
indeed, these techniques have facilitated forecasting the prices of various commodities.

3. Forecasting Commodity Prices
3.1. Energy Commodities

Unsurprisingly, crude oil, due to its significant role in the contemporary economy
as well as its volatility (Naderi et al. 2019; Safari and Davallou 2018; Kristjanpoller and
Minutolo 2016; Zhao et al. 2015; Xiong et al. 2013; Li and Ge 2013), is among those
commodities whose prices are forecasted most frequently.

One of early hybrid oil forecasting models was proposed by Fan et al. (2008), and
it takes the form of a generalized pattern matching (GPM) based on a genetic algorithm
(GPMGA). The GPM method consists of using for prediction a historical pattern most
resembling the current trend, while the genetic algorithm helps to find its proper form.
The resulting model outperforms benchmark forecasts, such as the Elman neural network
(ENN) pattern modeling and recognition system, by producing a smaller root-mean-square
Error and mean absolute percentage error.

This holds both for Brent and West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil prices. On the
other hand, Zhang et al. (2014) compared their hybrid of the ensemble empirical mode
decomposition (EEMD), particle swarm optimization (PSO), least-squares support vector
machine (LSSVM), and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH)
models with methods based on genetic algorithms. They found that the proposed hybrid
tended to predict oil prices more efficiently than GPM in terms of the mean absolute
percentage error, both in training and the test period.

However, GPM based on a genetic algorithm was significantly improved by Zhao et al.
(2020). Through the introduction of an empirical distribution into the specification of a
genetic algorithm, and by the use of Markov chains, the resulting GPM model based on an
empirical genetic algorithm (GPEGA) seemed to deal efficiently with oil price forecasting.
Namely, the empirical distribution was applied at the step of initializing the population in
order to avoid falling into the local (yet not the global) optima. Indeed, such a situation is
quite often a problem typical for genetic algorithms (Sloss and Gustafson 2019). In such
cases, if the initial population were (randomly) grouped around one of the local (yet not
the global) optima, the solutions generated by a genetic algorithm would start striving
toward it and ignore the global optimum.

Apparently, the mean absolute percentage error of GPEGA (which is proposed to
avoid this danger) is reduced much more compared with the GPMGA than in the case of
the estimations discussed above. Specifically, it is lowered by approximately 60% (Zhao
et al. 2020). Of course, it is hard to compare GPEGA with the hybrid proposed by Zhang
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et al. (2014), as they are both compared with GPMGA based on different data. Nevertheless,
these findings cast some light on the possibility of improving GPMGA.

Abd Elaziz et al. (2020) proposed a hybrid model integrating a modified salp swarm
algorithm (SSA) with the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to predict crude
oil prices. In order to overcome some of the SSA weaknesses (for instance, its easiness
to stick at a local point), they employed a genetic algorithm. Its role in their study was
to generate the initial population, which was later passed through the SSA and ANFIS.
Furthermore, the genetic algorithm-based version of SSA produced the ANFIS parameters
as its output.

In comparison with the benchmark models, which in this case are ANFIS based
on grey wolf optimization (GWO-ANFIS), ANFIS based on particle swarm optimization
(PSO-ANFIS), ANFIS based on a genetic algorithm (GA-ANFIS), ANFIS based on an SSA
(SSA-ANFIS), extreme learning machines (ELMs), extreme learning machines based on
particle swarm optimization (PSO-ELMs), extreme learning machines based on a genetic
algorithm (GA-ELMs), and extreme learning machines based on grey wolf optimization
(GWO-ELMs), the GA-SSA-ANFIS offers much better predictions (Abd Elaziz et al. 2020).
The GA-SSA-ANFIS results in the smallest root-mean-square error and mean absolute error,
as well as the highest R2.

It is worth noticing that other genetic algorithm-based models produce forecasts
nearly as good as the GA-SSA-ANFIS in all of these statistics. The GA-ANFIS and GA-ELM
yield the second- and the third-smallest root-mean-square error, respectively. The GA-ELM
also follows the GA-SSA-ANFIS in terms of its mean absolute error, while the GA-ANFIS
produces the second-highest R2; however, it is approximately 3% smaller compared with
the GA-SSA-ANFIS one. These results prove the sizable efficiency of the approaches, which
combine genetic algorithms with other recently developed techniques, such as ANFIS, in
predicting crude oil price volatility (Abd Elaziz et al. 2020; Abdollahi and Ebrahimi 2020).

Mostafa and El-Masry (2016) employed a genetic expression programming (GEP)
algorithm as a means of improving artificial neural networks. The GEP method encodes
the evolutionary operators of a standard genetic algorithm in the form of complex tree
structures. With R2 = 99.8%, the model generated by the genetic expression programming
significantly outperformed benchmark autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
predictions. Amin-Naseri and Gharacheh (2007) found that linking neural networks with
k-means clustering and genetic algorithms may bring similarly promising results. Some of
the competing models that they analyzed included the genetic programming model by
Kaboudan (2001) and the artificial intelligence framework proposed by Wang et al. (2005).

Not only did the results of the k-means clustering with the genetic algorithm produce
smaller forecast accuracy measures compared with the random walk model, but they
also yielded a larger directional accuracy. The last statistic is defined as the proportion
of cases when the direction of a movement is properly forecasted. Out of the benchmark
frameworks, only Wang et al. (2005) model brought better directional accuracy, as it
employed the data-mining method from the oil news (Amin-Naseri and Gharacheh 2007).

Naderi et al. (2019) investigated the oil and gas prices in Iran using genetic pro-
gramming (GP). They compared it with the ARIMA, least-square support vector machine
(LSSVM) and an artificial neural network, as well as their combination obtained through the
use of a bat algorithm. The hybrid yielded the best predictions in terms of root-mean-square
error, while the bare GP was somewhere between an LSSVM, ANN, and ARIMA.

Additionally, a hybrid of a neural network and a genetic algorithm applied by Chiroma
et al. (2015) to predict WTI oil prices outperformed the chosen benchmark backpropagation
algorithms. Genetic algorithms are more effective in optimizing neural network weights
than backpropagation algorithms, since they can avoid being trapped in the local minima
(which is one of backpropagation algorithms’ flaws) by searching the global space of neural
network weights and because they do not depend as strongly on the initial population as
the latter (Chiroma et al. 2015).
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At the same time, the Mann–Whitney test proves its predictions’ statistical equality
with the actual values. The assumed null hypothesis is that the predicted WTI prices
and the ones observed are the same (Chiroma et al. 2015). Genetic algorithms can be
also used in oil price predictions to optimize other neural network parameters, such as
bias, learning rate, momentum, and the number of hidden neurons (Chiroma et al. 2014;
Chiroma and Abdulkareem 2016), as well as training a neural network (Dbouk and Jamali
2018). Herawati and Djunaidy (2020) used it to optimize the parameters of a feedforward
neural network in order to avoid overfitting and find local optima as final solutions.

Nayak (2020) reached the conclusion that a Pi-Sigma neural network based on a
genetic algorithm (GA-PSNN) is outperformed by a Pi-Sigma neural network based on
particle swarm optimization (PSO-PSNN), as well as by the Pi-Sigma neural network
based on a fireworks algorithm (FWA-PSNN) proposed by him in oil price prediction
accuracy. The applied statistic was the relative worth of the model, which measures error
in comparison to the biggest error in a sample.

Similarly, Abrishami and Varahrami (2011) applied a genetic algorithm with good
results to their hybrid of a group method of data handling (GMDH) neural network and
the rule-based expert system (RES) to forecast gas prices. Another genetic algorithm (i.e.,
the artificial neural network combination proposed by Mirmirani and Li (2004), takes the
neural form of backpropagation. Compared with the vector autoregression model (VAR),
the model based on supply, energy consumption, and money supply as oil price predictors
appears to be almost four times more accurate if the root-mean-square error and mean
absolute error are considered.

Some other attempts to forecast crude oil prices refer to a so-called support vector
machine (SVM). The application of genetic algorithms helps optimize the SVM parameters.
For example, with such a hybrid model, Guo et al. (2012) were able to obtain a smaller
root-mean-square error in forecasting the Brent oil price in comparison with a conventional
SVM. This, in consequence, confirms the good performance of genetic algorithms combined
with an SVM. Similar conclusions were derived with a different data set by Huang and
Wang (2006). Similarly, Yu et al. (2016) combined the grid search method with a genetic
algorithm in order to provide a tool for parameter specification for least-squares support
vector regression (LSSVR) in a promising way, and Li and Ge (2013) optimized SVM
parameters with a genetic algorithm based on mechanisms of RNA (ribonucleic acid).

Another model to which genetic algorithms are applied to optimize its parameters
is the hybrid transfer learning model (HTML) proposed by Xiao et al. (2017). Čeperić
et al. (2017) analyzed various feature selection algorithms in order to optimize the inputs
of support vector regression (SVR) models in natural gas forecasts. Out of the compared
models, they found the stepwise (SW) SVR algorithm to be the most accurate; however,
the genetic algorithm-based SVR also yielded relatively good predictions. For instance, for
5 variables in a 1-week-ahead forecast, it was characterized by the second-smallest mean
average percentage error, approximately 39% (1.5 p.p.) higher than that of the SW SVR
algorithm.

It is worth noting that Mustaffa et al. (2014a) analyzed least-squares support vector
machines (LSSVMs) employing an enhanced artificial bee colony algorithm. In terms of
the mean absolute percentage error, they found that this method outperformed the LSSVM
optimized by a genetic algorithm. Moreover, the investigated commodities included
not only crude oil, but also other energy commodities, such as heating oil and propane.
A slightly different version of an artificial bee colony algorithm was used by Mustaffa et al.
(2014b) with the same result; that is, it showed its superiority over the LSSVM optimized
by a genetic algorithm for heating oil, propane, and crude oil.

This approach was also developed by Li et al. (2019), who analyzed a series of
variational mode decomposition (VMD) models based on artificial intelligence techniques
(VMD-AI), including a support vector machine based on a genetic algorithm (GA-SVM),
and a backpropagation neural network using a genetic algorithm (GABP). They concluded
their superiority in terms of measures such as the mean absolute percentage error or root-
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mean-square error, yet the gain seemed to stem from the application of VMD techniques
rather than the genetic algorithms themselves. The rough version of the GA-SVM method
did not yield such good results; for example, for a two-step ahead forecast of WTI oil prices,
it was outperformed by the VMD-ARIMA model, if the mean absolute percentage error
was considered. According to Li et al. (2019), VMD deals efficiently with the non-linearity,
uncertainty, and volatility of the analyzed data.

It is worth noticing that genetic algorithms may be also applied to improve oil price
turning point detection. Cheng et al. (2018) combined a multi-population genetic algorithm
(MPGA) with the Log-Periodic Power Law (LPPL) method in order to do this. An MPGA,
contrary to conventional genetic algorithms, works on several populations in parallel.
Apart from the standard operations for the genetic algorithm (as described in Section 2),
it also offers an opportunity for immigration (i.e., the substitution of given chromosomes
between populations). Similarly, Deng et al. (2019) employed a genetic algorithm to the
dynamic time wrapping method and forecasted the directional movements of the Brent
and WTI prices. The obtained hit ratio of their forecasts was an average of 70%, which was
around 40% more than in the case of the benchmark methods.

3.2. Metals

This subsection reviews the use of genetic algorithm-based forecasting of the prices
of the selected metal commodities. As is shown below, these methods seem to yield very
promising results in this field.

Seguel et al. (2015) compared simple genetic algorithm efficacy in predicting Chilean
copper prices with the simulated annealing (SA) model. For the in-sample data, the genetic
algorithm seemed more effective, in terms of the sign predictive percentage. However,
for the out-of-sample data, the SA method yielded better predictions for the one-step
ahead forecast. On the other hand, the genetic algorithm did it for the two-step ahead
forecast. The quality of the forecasts was assessed through a directional accuracy test.
An interesting question for the research would be to compare these results with another
recently proposed meta-heuristic algorithm (i.e., a bat algorithm), which was successfully
applied by Dehghani and Bogdanovic (2018) to predict copper prices. Indeed, both methods
are metaheuristic ones, and they are often used in modeling copper prices, whereas one of
them is based on genetic algorithms, which are of interest for this paper.

Carrasco et al. (2020) employed a simple genetic algorithm to forecast copper price
differences. They used a method called the building blocks rule. Each chromosome was
introduced as blocks of strings (zeros and ones) in a number equal to the number of the
explanatory variables. As such, these variables proposed copper prices, stock market
values, and the sampling error. The genes in each block refer to the lags of these parameters.
The study enabled finding the best formula for the copper price forecast based on a genetic
algorithm. Unfortunately, its weakness might be the lack of a comparison with some other
methods.

Dehghani (2018) used the previously discussed genetic expression programming (GEP)
in copper price forecasting. The obtained model was capable of using several mathematical
functions in the forecast and showed superiority over multivariate regression and other
used methods in terms of the correlation coefficient, R2, and the root-mean-square error
(Dehghani 2018).

The GA-ANFIS hybrid model, already discussed in its extended form and presented
by Abd Elaziz et al. (2020), was employed in copper forecasts by Alameer et al. (2019b).
Again, the genetic algorithm helped for estimating the ANFIS parameters. The resulting
model outperformed the benchmark predictions based on the ARIMA, SVM, ANFIS, and
GARCH models. In particular, the GA-ANFIS model resulted in the lowest root-mean-
square error and mean absolute error. It is worth noticing that the authors also checked that
some variables (for example, crude oil, iron, silver, and gold prices; Chilean peso, Peruvian
sol, as well as Chinese yuan exchange rates; and the inflation rates of the US and China)
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may serve as good predictors of copper price volatility. Indeed, their application resulted
in improvements to the forecast accuracy (Alameer et al. 2019b).

A genetic algorithm can also successfully ease computation, in the case of such models
as the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH), or artificial neural network models, which were
checked for copper price predictions by García and Kristjanpoller (2019). As they argued,
the application of a genetic algorithm significantly reduces the problem of finding the
optimal specification from its practical side, as the number of specifications within the
search space they used was more than 3.86 × 1029.

Weng et al. (2018) employed genetic algorithms in order to forecast another important
commodity price: iron ore. They based the proposed model on the Bayesian informative
criterion (BIC) and used the genetic algorithm to identify the parameters and thresholds of a
regularized extreme learning machine (RE-ELM). The application of this genetic algorithm
yielded promising effects, since the root-mean-square error was diminished by nearly 60%
and by more than 25% compared with the unmodified extreme learning machine model
and the BIC-based RE-ELM models, respectively. Moreover, reductions in other forecast
accuracy measures, such as the mean absolute error or average percentage error, were
obtained.

On the other hand, some of the recently developed neural network (NN) tools, such
as the neural network using a chaotic grasshopper optimization algorithm (CGOA-NN),
offer better iron ore price predictions than the neural network applying a genetic algorithm
(NN-GA). In particular, the GOA deals smoothly with finding the global optima (Ewees et al.
2020). Similarly, the NN-GA model is also outperformed when applied to forecasting gold
price predictions formed in the framework of a neural network whale optimization algorithm
(WOA-NN), which effectively overcomes major problems while constructing an NN, such as
getting stuck in the local optima or a low convergence speed (Alameer et al. 2019a).

Gold prices were also forecasted by Bin Khamis and Yee (2018), who compared a
conventional artificial neural network (ANN) with one optimized by a genetic algorithm.
In compliance with expectations, the latter method yielded better results. In particular, the
training neurons of the ANN helped when dealing with the problems of the local optima
and the scarcity of prior knowledge (Bin Khamis and Yee 2018). However, the gain in the
prediction accuracy seemed to be rather modest, as the root-mean-square error dropped by
around 17%, and the R2 rose by no more than 1.5% after the genetic algorithm application
to the ANN model.

Weng et al. (2020) developed the previously discussed extreme learning machine and
used it to forecast gold prices. The resulting regularized online sequential extreme learning
machine (ROS-ELM) was based on a genetic algorithm in order to optimize its weight
matrix. Weng et al. (2020) employed the Akaike informative criterion (AIC) and compared
their model with benchmark models such as the ARIMA, backpropagation, or support
vector machine and concluded its superiority in terms of the root-mean-square error.

Yuan et al. (2020) employed a genetic algorithm to optimize the parameters of the
least-square support vector regression (LSSVR) model. It is particularly important that
they included the investor sentiment measure in their study. This is possible through the
application of web crawling procedures, or collecting phrases which inform about market
sentiments. The inclusion of the opinion score as the gold price predictor in addition
to variables such as the lags of the gold or silver prices, as well as basing the rolling
mechanism on moving ten transactions forward, appeared to bring better results than the
models without opinion scores or with longer rolling mechanisms.

The Yuan et al. (2020) model is characterized by the lowest mean absolute percentage
error (Yuan et al. 2020). However, it seems that it is not always necessary to include genetic
algorithms in order to yield proper forecasts. Zhang and Ci (2020) proposed the deep belief
network (DBN) for the gold price forecasting task, which deals more efficiently with non-
linearity and multiple factors describing the price distribution than the benchmark models.
Although the GABP model (already mentioned in this text) had a lower mean absolute
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percentage error, root-mean-square error, and mean absolute error than the standard
backpropagation model, it was outperformed by the DBN model. The DBN model also
offered the highest value of directional statistics, revealing good alignment with the actual
data (Zhang and Ci 2020).

Another approach worth mentioning is the hybrid model proposed by Ravi et al.
(2017) for financial forecasts, including gold prices. Their non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm (NSGA) using chaos theory and multi-layer perceptron yielded a smaller mean
standard error and a higher directional accuracy than benchmark hybrids using particle
swarm optimization or multi-objective particle swarm optimization, whereas Yuan (2012)
employed a genetic algorithm to optimize the parameters of a neural network in gold price
forecasts.

3.3. Agricultural Commodities

In the case of agricultural products, such as hogs and canola, they were modeled by
Shahwan and Odening (2007). They checked the usefulness of the Elman neural network
(ENN) and the hybrid model combining the ARIMA with an artificial neural network.
They set as their benchmark the ARIMA models. A genetic algorithm was applied in order
to specify the ENN and hybrid model parameters. Another employed specification method
was heuristic determination, based on choosing the autoregressive terms of the ARIMA.
Unfortunately, they observed considerable ambiguity in the results.

The proposed non-linear models were, on average, only slightly better in terms of the
mean absolute percentage error and Theil’s U in forecasting hog and canola prices than
the ARIMA. In some cases, including the ENN specification with a genetic algorithm, they
were even worse (i.e., they produced a significantly higher mean absolute percentage error).
Moreover, the competing specification method outperformed the one based on a genetic
algorithm. For example, the mean absolute percentage error of the model of hog prices
was approximately 27% higher if a genetic algorithm was applied, compared with the use
of the heuristic specification (Shahwan and Odening 2007).

Liu et al. (2019) obtained the parameters of their support vector regression model,
used to forecast hog prices, with a genetic algorithm. The model outperformed, among
others, the Wavelet-SVR and the backpropagation neural network in terms of the R-squared
and root mean standard error values. Meanwhile, Shih et al. (2009) optimized the weights
of the case-based reasoning model to forecast broiler prices.

Chuentawat and Loetyingyot (2019) employed a genetic algorithm to determine the
number of neurons in the hidden layer of an ANN. Their task was to construct a forecasting
model of rice prices in Thailand. They also included autoregressive elements of the ARIMA
in their model and compared the hybrid model with the conventional ARIMA one. In
terms of the root-mean-square error and mean absolute percentage error, the most accurate
model was an artificial neural network with a structure determined through the use of an
autoregressive form and a genetic algorithm (AR-GA-NN) with one hidden layer.

More ambiguous results were obtained by Luo et al. (2011). They forecasted and
simulated vegetable prices on the Chinese market. In order to do this, they proposed
three different models: a backpropagation neural network (BPNN), a neural network
model based on a genetic algorithm (NN-GA), and a radial basis function network (RBFN).
Additionally, they proposed a model integrating these three models into one hybrid model.
The last one appeared to be the most accurate in terms of the forecast mean absolute error,
followed by the NN-GA model. However, the NN-GA model was not so effective, being
outperformed by the BPNN model.

In addition, Yang et al. (2016) forecasted vegetable prices and used genetic expression
programming in order to do it, yet their results were not very clear. The comparison
with the benchmark models (including linear regression, among others) was made on a
graph, and no results for statistics such as the root-mean-square error were presented. On
the other hand, a promising method for predicting soybean prices was introduced by
Zhang et al. (2018). They hybridized a genetic algorithm (GA) together with the gradient
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descent (GD) method in order to avoid a significant genetic algorithm weakness (i.e., the
reported slowness in finding the local optima). The resulting algorithm, the GDGA, was
then applied to the quantile regression radial basis function (QR-RBF) neural network.
Not only did the QR-RBF model prove useful, but the GDGA model improved parameter
optimization when compared with a standard genetic algorithm.

Its mean absolute percentage error was reduced by almost 40% after algorithm hy-
bridization (Zhang et al. 2018). Besides that, the genetic algorithm seemed to be efficient in
optimizing the parameters of the moving average convergence divergence model (MACD)
for soybean futures. This model was used in the technical analysis to obtain buy or sell
signals (Wiles and Enke 2015). The developed structure brought very good effects, as far as
profit maximization was concerned.

However, Parida et al. (2019) found a more efficient hybrid than one based on a
genetic algorithm in forecasting barley and chana prices. They proposed the kernel extreme
learning machine (KELM) based on a grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm. The latter
served the purpose of finding an optimal weight between the hidden and the output layer
of the neural network. One of the outperformed benchmark models was the KELM based
on a genetic algorithm. For the 30 day ahead barley price forecast, the root mean square
error of the GWO-KELM was smaller than the one of the GA-KELM by around 7%, as
well as in case of the 1 day ahead forecast by 50%. For chana, the obtained results were
more positive for the GA-KELM, yet still showed the superiority of the GWO-KELM-based
prediction.

Yu et al. (2018) compared the forecasts of agricultural product prices at the Chinese
market provided by various models. The data were collected with the use of web crawling
technology, and the proposed model was a backpropagation neural network (BPNN). They
concluded that, compared with benchmark algorithms such as the support vector machine
or Chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID) decision tree, the BPNN yielded the
most accurate predictions. However, they reported the problem of overfitting (a problem
appearing when a model is too strongly adjusted to the training sample and, as a result,
loses its predictive power in the test sample). The problem could be resolved through the
application of a genetic algorithm to optimize the weights and thresholds of the neural
network, and Yu et al. (2018) found it helpful in this case.

Similarly, Zhao et al. (2017) proposed a hybrid of an artificial neural network with
the decomposed stochastic time series processes. They optimized the random parameters
of the model with a genetic algorithm and applied the developed tool to forecast grain
(including wheat, rice, corn, and soy) prices in China. Again, it also helped for avoiding
falling into local optima (Zhao et al. 2017). The results clearly indicated that the application
of a genetic algorithm improved prediction accuracy. For example, for wheat, the proposed
model had a smaller mean absolute error than the ARIMA model by around 58%, and it
was around 53% smaller than the analogous hybrid without the application of a genetic
algorithm.

Additionally, Li et al. (2013) applied a genetic algorithm to optimize the initial weights
and thresholds of a neural network. They used a chaotic neural network for short-term
(20 days ahead) predictions of pork prices in China. They reported good fitness of the
model to the data, with a relative error smaller than 0.5%, yet they did not provide any
benchmark models or check the very influence of employing a genetic algorithm.

Parida et al. (2020) optimized the weights of a convolutional neural network–stacked
autoencoder hybrid with three competing algorithms: particle swarm optimization, a
genetic algorithm, and spider monkey optimization. Although all of these improved the
forecasts for cotton and guar gum, the genetic algorithm appeared to be the least accurate
in terms of the mean average percentage error and the R-squared value. Silalahi (2013),
in turn, predicted the prices of crude palm oil and soybean oil with the use of a neural
network, whose network topology was optimized with a genetic algorithm. He obtained a
mean average percentage error of these commodity forecasts equal to 4.11% and 3.25% in
the testing sample, respectively. Additionally, Xu et al. (2009) applied a genetic algorithm
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to the forecasts of sugar prices, and Gurung et al. (2015) applied it to the volatility of
rice prices. The first paper introduced certain improvements in genetic neural network
training by applying gray theory. As a result, the novel algorithm produced a more accurate
forecast than gray linear systems, a standard backpropagation algorithm, and a standard
backpropagation algorithm with a standard genetic algorithm. The second paper used a
genetic algorithm to improve the estimation of the stochastic volatility model’s parameters.
The obtained model produced more accurate forecasts than the GARCH model.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The concise list of the models discussed above may be found in Table 2.

Table 2. List of genetic algorithm (GA) and non-GA models (hybrid and non-hybrid).

Simple GA Models and
Methods GA-Hybrids Non-GA Models Non-GA-Hybrids

GA models AR-GA-NN ANFIS CGOA-NN
GEP BPNN-NNGA-RBFN ANN ARIMA Hybridized with ANN

GP Chaos Theory–Multi-layer
Perceptron–NSGA Hybrid ARIMA

Chaos Theory–Multi-layer
Perceptron–Multi-Objective PSO

Hybrid

NSGA
Convolutional Neural

Network–Stack Autoencoder
Hybrid with a GA

Backpropagation NN Chaos Theory–Multi-layer
Perceptron–PSO Hybrid

MPGA Dynamic Time Wrapping Method
and GA Hybrid Bat Algorithm

Convolutional Neural
Network–Stack Autoencoder

Hybrid with PSO

SR
Feedforward Neural Network,
K-means Clustering, and GA

Hybrid

Case-Based Reasoning
Model

Convolutional Neural
Network–Stack Autoencoder
Hybrid with Spider Monkey

Optimization
GA-ANFIS CHAID EEMD–PSO–LSSVM–GARCH

GABP DBN FWA-PSNN
GA-ELM EEMD GWO-ANFIS

GA-GMDH-RES ELM GWO-ELM

GA-HTML Enhanced Artificial Bee
Colony GWO-KELM

GA-KELM ENN HTML

GA-PSNN Feedforward Neural
Network NN-WOA

GA-RE-ELM GARCH PSO-ANFIS
GA-SSA-ANFIS GD PSO-ELM

GA-SVM GMDH PSO-PSNN
GA-SVR GOA QR-RBF

GA with Web Scraping GPM RE-ELM
GDGA GWO ROS-ELM

GDGA–QR-RBF Hybrid KELM SSA-ANFIS
GP–ARIMA–LSSVM-ANN–Bat

Algorithm Hybrid LPPL Stepwise SVR

GPEGA LSSVM SW SVR
GPMGA LSSVR VMD-AI

LSSVR Optimized with GA MACD Wavelet-SVR
MACD Optimized with GA PSO WOA-NN

MPGA-LPPL RBFN
NN-GA RES

SA
SSA
SVM
SVR
VAR
VMD
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The presented literature proves that genetic algorithms, despite the fact that they were
proposed almost fifty years ago, still remain an interesting tool in various fields. It can be
seen that they remain a very useful tool in finance and economics, particularly in the case
of forecasting the prices of various commodities. Based on the information provided in
Section 3 and partially in Section 2, a brief summary of the genetic algorithms’ and their
hybrids’ application development can be provided. Genetic algorithms have developed,
especially since early 1990s. In parallel, other similar techniques, such as GP, have been
proposed (Koza 1992; Cramer 1985). Apart from that, especially in the last 3–5 years, genetic
algorithms have been improved by the implementation of new fitness functions, gene cross-
over (Umbarkar and Sheth 2015), or reproduction procedures (Kim and Han 2000).

Unsurprisingly (as energy commodities are the ones most important for the world’s
economy today), there is an especially extensive use of genetic algorithms and their hybrids
in regard to energy commodities. Here, since the 2000s, genetic algorithms have been used
in order to improve the characteristics of other methods (Fan et al. 2008; Amin-Naseri and
Gharacheh 2007). Especially popular were combinations with artificial neural networks
and their various combinations (Chiroma et al. 2015; Chiroma et al. 2014; Chiroma and
Abdulkareem 2016; Dbouk and Jamali 2018; Mirmirani and Li 2004); in fact, they are
still being proposed (Herawati and Djunaidy 2020). Between 2006 and 2017, there was a
growing interest in applying GAs to methods such as support vector machines or least-
squares support vector regression (Guo et al. 2012; Huang and Wang 2006; Yu et al. 2016; Li
and Ge 2013; Čeperić et al. 2017). Despite the fact that some tools have outperformed GA-
based approaches (which is discussed below), it is worth noticing that in the last 3 years, a
few very promising GA methods have been offered, Namely, the multi-population genetic
algorithm (Cheng et al. 2018) and the empirical genetic algorithm (Zhao et al. 2020), as
well as successful ANFIS-based hybrids with GAs (Abd Elaziz et al. 2020; Herawati and
Djunaidy 2020), have been introduced.

In the case of other commodities, it can be seen that bare genetic algorithms were used
a little more frequently (Carrasco et al. 2020). Besides that, the tools initially introduced in
the 2000s or early 2010s (Shahwan and Odening 2007; Yuan 2012; Luo et al. 2011; Silalahi
2013), such as hybrids with NNs or simple forecasting methods like the ARIMA, have still
been developed within last 5 years (García and Kristjanpoller 2019; Bin Khamis and Yee
2018; Yu et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2017; Li et al. 2013). On the other hand, interest grew in
hybrids of genetic algorithms and modern methods widely known as machine learning
(Weng et al. 2018; Weng et al. 2020; Parida et al. 2019). Moreover, some researchers have
recently proposed using genetic algorithms together with very efficient data collecting
tools, such as web crawling (Yuan et al. 2020).

As was said earlier, bare genetic algorithms are not very frequently applied to forecasts
of commodity prices (e.g., Carrasco et al. (2020)); much more often, their hybrids are used
instead. Particularly popular are optimizations of other models’ (especially the ANNs’)
parameters reached by the GAs. Actually, this approach proves very effective since, in
most cases, employing a genetic algorithm means improving it in comparison with the
non-GA version of the model (Guo et al. 2012; Bin Khamis and Yee 2018; Yuan 2012). On
the other hand, sometimes it does not suffice, and the non-GA version outperforms the
hybrid (as in Luo et al. (2011), where the BPNN yielded better results than the NNGA).

Hybrids based on genetic algorithms might also outperform other approaches to
model optimization. For example, the GA-SVR model is more effective than the Wavelet-
SVR model (Liu et al. 2019), and the GA hybrid with the chaos theory–multi-layer per-
ceptron model offers better accuracy than the hybrids with PSO and multi-objective PSO
(Ravi et al. 2017). In addition, hybridizing GA with the ANFIS (and SSA) approach seems
very promising, since it outperformed numerous benchmarks, including the GWO-ANFIS,
PSO-ELM, and GWO-ELM models (Abd Elaziz et al. 2020).

There are, however, also some algorithms or hybrids thereof that do outperform
GA-based hybrids. One could mention the artificial bee colony optimization of an LSSVM
(Mustaffa et al. 2014a; Mustaffa et al. 2014b) or the CGOA-NN model (Ewees et al. 2020),
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as well as the fact that the WOA-NN (Alameer et al. 2019a) offered better solutions to the
NN’s problems than the NN-GA model. In the future, it is highly advised to confront these
tools with the newly proposed GA-based models, especially those which have also proven
to be very effective (GA-SSA-ANFIS and an empirical or multi-population GA).

In general, the main advantages of genetic algorithms are as follows. First of all, they
do not require assuming any specific statistical distribution of the given data. Secondly,
they do not require the specification of the form of a model. Thirdly, they deal effectively
with non-stationary data. This is because they are not based on ordinary least-squares
regressions which, in the case of being non-stationarity, can lead to so-called spurious
regression. Additionally, these methods are relatively good at finding the global optima.
Moreover, the hybrid methods enable the introduction of time-varying weights and time-
changing predictors in the whole model and, in consequence, can deal efficiently with
several highly volatile phenomena in real markets. In their probabilistic and time-varying
character, they seem to naturally reflect the nature of human economic behaviors.

On the other hand, genetic algorithms are rather time-consuming and computationally
intensive, which is an incentive to find more rapid methods. Recently, genetic algorithms were
employed with good results in hybrids with other econometric methods. Most frequently, they
are used to find the proper form of another model, such as how it is done in the GPMGA model
proposed by Fan et al. (2008). Another example is the generation of the initial population,
which is later processed by some other tools, such as in the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system based on a modified salp swarm algorithm using a genetic algorithm (GA-SSA-ANFIS)
model employed by Abd Elaziz et al. (2020). Some other authors like, for instance, Alameer
et al. (2019b) and Weng et al. (2018) used them to estimate the parameters of models such
as the unmodified adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) or regularization of the
extreme learning machine (ELM). They can also be used to optimize parameters in the case
of such models as the LSSVR model from Yuan et al. (2020), specifying the parameters of
the ENN by Shahwan and Odening (2007), or determining the number of electrons in ANN
hidden layers (Chuentawat and Loetyingyot 2019).

When hybridized with the ANN, genetic algorithms seem particularly effective. Such
a combination enables avoiding one of the main ANN flaws, which is a big risk of being
trapped in the local optima. They also make the neural network less dependent on the
initial population (Chiroma et al. 2015).

However, sometimes such a gain in NN prediction accuracy can be rather small (Bin
Khamis and Yee 2018), and one may find structures that outperform genetic algorithms.
For instance, the CGOA-NN by Ewees et al. (2020) deals more smoothly with finding the
global optima, and the WOA-NN by Alameer et al. (2019a) can provide a solution to NN
disadvantages, namely how easily it gets stuck in the local optima and its low convergence
speed. Additionally, Zhang et al. (2018) reported on genetic algorithm slowness in finding
the local optima. Indeed, an improvement of the NN by a genetic algorithm in the work by
Luo et al. (2011) is rather ambiguous.

Similarly, the DBN proposed by Zhang and Ci (2020) offers much better predictions
than a genetic algorithm when it comes down to the difficulties of non-linearity and
multiple factors. In the case of another method applying a genetic algorithm, the resulting
improvement (dealing effectively with non-linearity and the volatility of data) seems to
stem not from the genetic algorithm itself, but rather from another part of the hybrid model
(i.e., the VMD) (Li et al. 2019).

Fortunately, several further modifications of genetic algorithms can be introduced.
The first example can be implementing the empirical distribution, as proposed by Zhao
et al. (2020). This is expected to radically diminish the risk of falling into the local optima.
Their results showed that the genetic algorithm-based model, apparently outperformed by
some non-genetic algorithm-based methods (e.g., the generalized pattern matching model
based on a genetic algorithm (GPMGA)), might still be improved.

Secondly, Cheng et al. (2018) proposed an algorithm working on many populations
in parallel. This multi-population genetic algorithm yielded better forecasts thanks to the
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opportunity to interact between the given sets of populations. Moreover, Amin-Naseri and
Gharacheh (2007) reported the superiority of data-mining methods over genetic algorithms
and k-means clustering hybrids. Yuan et al. (2020) proposed a genetic algorithm-based
model containing an element of web scraping through the introduction of investment
sentiment measures. This method seems particularly promising, as it combines novel tools
that enable implementing sources of information that never before have been available in
such a scale with a genetic algorithm.

Genetic algorithms, despite their numerous successful applications, can still be im-
proved. On the one hand, a very promising method is still to hybridize them with some
econometric models such as—just to mention the most recently proposed ones—ANFIS,
SSA-ANFIS, LSSVR, GPM, SVM, and novel structures of artificial neural networks. On the
other hand, there is still much space for developing genetic algorithms themselves. Out of
the discussed modifications, including empirical distribution, multiple populations, and
original data collecting methods, such as, web crawling, seem particularly promising. All
of this assures that genetic algorithms can still be successfully employed in several fields,
including the forecasting of commodity prices.

This article discussed and presented some applications of genetic algorithms, with the
focus on their hybrids with other econometric methods. Emphasis was put on the issue
of forecasting commodity prices. Three groups of commodities (i.e., energy commodities,
metals, and agricultural products) have been analyzed in detail.

Genetic algorithms, imitating natural systems evolving from primitive to more com-
plex structures, offer wide opportunities in econometrics, particularly in forecasting.
Through the operations of reproduction, cross-over, and mutation performed on a ran-
domly generated population, they enable creating models in a probabilistic manner, which
includes new information in a non-arbitrary way. This method has proved efficient and par-
ticularly fit for modeling economic human behavior, which shares some relevant features
with evolutionary algorithms.

Some most significant advantages of genetic algorithms include effectiveness in deal-
ing with non-stationary data and the lack of necessity to assume a certain data distribution.
Consequently, they have been successfully used to forecast the discussed commodity prices,
especially in hybrid applications with models such as artificial neural network (ANN)
structures, adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFISs), or support vector machines
(SVMs). In many of the studies discussed above, they resulted in smaller root-mean-square
errors, mean absolute percentage errors, and higher R2 values or directional accuracy. In
some cases, statistical tests such as the Mann–Whitney test have also proven that genetic
algorithm based-models can fit the data very well. As a consequence, they outperform the
compared benchmark models like, for example, the ARIMA model.

Genetic algorithms are sometimes outperformed by some competing tools. However,
there is much space for their further development. First of all, further hybrids might
be created, in which a genetic algorithm may still serve as a good tool for optimizing
model parameters. Apart from that, they still might be improved, for instance, through the
development of algorithms similar to the multi-population genetic algorithm (MPGA), as
was done by Cheng et al. (2018). This method, as well as the empirical genetic algorithm
method from Zhao et al. (2020), when received through the use of Markov chains, seems
very promising and probable to be still used and developed in the future. Apart from
that, we also expect that genetic algorithms will successfully combine with other tools
developed parallel to econometrics and IT (information technology), such as web crawling
techniques. All of this proves that not only are genetic algorithms suitable for forecasting
commodity prices, but they also might still be successfully developed in the future as a
theoretical econometric tool.
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